Data stream analysis frequently relies on identifying correlations and posing conditional queries on the data after it has been seen. Correlated aggregates form an important example of such queries, which ask for an aggregation over one dimension of stream elements which satisfy a predicate on another dimension. Since recent events are typically more important than older ones, time decay should also be applied to downweight less significant values. We present space-efficient algorithms as well as space lower bounds for the time-decayed correlated sum, a problem at the heart of many related aggregations. By considering different fundamental classes of decay functions, we separate cases where efficient relative error or additive error is possible, from other cases where linear space is necessary to approximate. In particular, we show that no efficient algorithms are possible for the popular sliding window and exponential decay models, resolving an open problem. The results are surprising, since efficient approximations are known for other data stream problems under these decay models. This is a step towards better understanding which sophisticated queries can be answered on massive streams using limited memory and computation.
Introduction
Many applications such as Internet monitoring, information systems auditing, and phone call quality analysis involve monitoring massive data streams in real time. These streams arrive at high rates, and are too large to be stored in secondary storage, let alone in main memory. An example stream of VoIP call data records (CDRs) may have the call start time, end time, packet loss rate, along with identifiers such as source and destination phone numbers. This stream can consist of billions of items per day. The challenge is to collect sufficient summary information about these streams in a single pass to allow subsequent post hoc analysis.
There has been much research on estimating aggregates along a single dimension of a stream, such as the median, frequency moments, entropy, etc. However, most streams consist of multi-dimensional data. It is imperative to compute more complex multi-dimensional aggregates, especially those that can "slice and dice" the data across some dimen- * The work of Tirthapura and Xu was supported in part by the National Science Foundation through grants 0520102, 0834743, 0831903.
sions before performing an aggregation, possibly along a different dimension. In this paper, we consider such correlated aggregates, which are a powerful class of queries for manipulating multi-dimensional data. These were motivated in the traditional OLAP model [3] , and subsequently for streaming data [1, 8] . For example, consider the query on a VoIP CDR stream: "what is the average packet loss rate for calls within the last 24 hours that were less than 1 minute long"? This query involves a selection along the dimensions of call duration and call start time, and aggregation along the third dimension of packet loss rate. Queries of this form are useful in identifying the extent to which low call quality (high packet loss) causes customers to hang up. Another example is: "what is the average packet loss rate for calls started within the last 24 hours with duration greater than the median call length (within the last 24 hours)?", which gives a statistic to monitor overall quality for "long" calls. Such queries cannot be answered by existing streaming systems with guaranteed accuracy, unless they explicitly store all data for the last 24 hours, which is infeasible.
In this work, we present algorithms and lower bounds for approximating time-decayed correlated aggregates on a data stream. These queries can be captured by three main aspects: selection along one dimension (say x-dimension) and aggregation along a second dimension (say y-dimension) using time-decayed weights defined via a third (time) dimension. The time-decay arises from the fact that in most streams, recent data is naturally more important than older data, and in computing an aggregate, we should give a greater weight to more recent data. In the examples above, the time decay arises in the form of a sliding window of a certain duration (24 hours) over the data stream. More generally, we consider arbitrary time-decay functions which return a weight for each element as a non-increasing function of its age-the time elapsed since the element was generated. Importantly, the nature of the time-decay function will determine the extent to which the aggregate can be approximated.
We focus on the time-decayed correlated sum (henceforth referred to as DCS), which is a fundamental aggregate, interesting in its own right, and to which other aggregates can be reduced. An exact computation of the correlated sum requires multiple passes through the stream, even with no time-decay where all elements are weighted equally. Since we can afford only a single pass over the stream, we will aim for approximate answers with accuracy guarantees. In this paper, we present the first streaming algorithms for estimating the DCS of a stream using limited memory, with such guarantees. Prior work on correlated aggregates either did not have accuracy guarantees on the results [8] or else did not allow time-decay [1] . We first define the stream model and the problem more precisely, and then present our results.
Problem Formulation.
We consider a stream R = e 1 , e 2 ,...,e n . Each element e i is a (v i , w i ,t i ) tuple, where v i ∈ [m] is a value or key from an ordered domain; positive integer w i is the initial weight; and t i is the timestamp at which the element was created or observed, also assumed to be a positive integer. For example, in a stream of VoIP call records, there is one stream element per call, where t i is the time the call was placed, v i is the duration of the call, and w i the packet loss rate.
In the synchronous model, the arrivals are in timestamp order: t i ≤ t i+1 , for all i. In the strictly synchronous version, there is exactly one arrival at each time step, so that t i = i. We also consider the general asynchronous streams model [12, 2, 5] , where the order of receipt of stream elements is not necessarily the same as the increasing order of their timestamps. Therefore, it is possible that t i > t j while i < j. Such asynchrony is inevitable in many applications: in the VoIP call example, CDRs maybe collected at different switches, and in sending this data to a central server, the interleaving of many (possibly synchronous) streams could result in an asynchronous stream.
The aggregates will be time-decayed, i.e. elements with earlier timestamps will be weighted lower than elements with more recent timestamps. The exact model of decay is specified by the user through a time-decay function.
At time t ≥ t i the age of e i = (v i , w i ,t i ) is defined as t − t i , and the decayed weight of e i is w i · f (t − t i ).
Time-Decayed Correlated Sum. The query for the timedecayed correlated sum over stream R under a prespecified decay-function f is posed at time t, provides a parameter τ ≥ 0, and asks for S f τ , defined as follows:
A correlated aggregate query could be: "What is the average packet loss rate for all calls which started in the last 24 hours, and were more than 30 minutes in length?". This query can be split into two sub-queries: The first sub-query finds the number of stream elements (v i , w i ,t i ) which satisfy v i > 30, and t i > t − 24 where t is the current time in hours. The second sub-query finds the sum of w i s for all elements
The average is the ratio of the two answers. Other correlated aggregates can also be reduced to the sum:
• The time decayed relative frequency of a value v is given by (S
• The sum of decayed weights of elements in the range
• The time decayed φ -heavy hitters is found by a binary search over ranges from the universe [m] to find all the v's, such that the time decayed relative frequency of v is at least φ .
• The time decayed correlated φ -quantile is found by a binary search over the universe [m] to find the largest v,
Time-Decayed Correlated
Count. An important special case of DCS is the time-decayed correlated count (DCC), where all the weights w i are assumed to be 1. The
Decay Functions Classes.
We define classes of decay functions, which cover popular time decays from prior work.
Converging decay.
A decay function f (x) is a converging decay function if f (x + 1)/ f (x) is non-decreasing with x. Intuitively, the relative weights of elements with different timestamps under a converging decay function get closer to each other as time goes by. As pointed out by Cohen and Strauss [4] , this is an intuitive property of a timedecay function in several applications. Many popular decay functions, such as polynomial decay:
where a > 0, are converging decay functions.
Exponential decay. Given a constant α > 0, the exponential decay function is defined as f (x) = 2 −αx . Other exponential decays can be written in this form, since a −λ x = 2 −λ log 2 (a)x . As f (x + 1)/ f (x) is a constant, exponential decay qualifies as a converging decay function.
Finite decay.
A decay function f is defined to be a finite decay function with age limit N, if there exists N ≥ 0 such that for x > N, f (x) = 0, and for x ≤ N, f (x) > 0. Examples of finite decay include (1) sliding window decay: f (x) = 1 for x ≤ N and 0 otherwise, where the age limit N is the window size. (2) Chordal decay [4] : f (x) = 1 − x/N for 0 ≤ x ≤ N and 0 otherwise, with an age limit of N − 1. Obviously, no finite decay function is a converging decay function, since
the space cost of approximating DCS with a small relative error depends strongly on the nature of the decay functionthis is possible on some classes of functions using small space, while for other classes, including sliding window and exponential decay, this is provably impossible in sublinear space. More specifically, we show:
1. For any decay function f , there is a randomized algorithm for approximating DCS with additive error which uses space logarithmic in the size of the stream. This significantly improves on previous work [8] , which presented heuristics only for sliding window decay. We evaluate our techniques over real and synthetic data in §5, and observe that they can effectively summarize massive streams in tens of kilobytes.
Prior Work
Concepts of correlated aggregation in the (non-streaming) OLAP context appear in [3] . The first work to propose correlated aggregation for streams was Gehrke et al. [8] . They assumed that data was locally uniform to give heuristics for computing the non-decayed correlated sum where the threshold (τ) is either an extrema (min, max) or the mean of the all the received values (v i 's). For the sliding window setting, they simply partition the window into fixed-length intervals, and make similar uniformity assumptions for each interval. None of these approaches provide any strong guarantee on the answer quality. Subsequently, Ananthakrishna et al. [1] presented summaries that estimate the non-decayed correlated sum with additive error guarantees. The problem of tracking sliding window based correlated sums with quality guarantees was given as an open problem in [1] . We show that this relative error guarantees are not possible while using small space, whereas additive guarantees can be obtained.
Xu et al. [12] proposed the concept of asynchronous streams. They gave a randomized algorithm to approximate the sum and the median over sliding windows. Busch and Tirthapura [2] later gave a deterministic algorithm for the sum. Cormode et al. [6, 5] gave algorithms for general time decay based aggregates over asynchronous streams. By defining timestamps appropriately, non-decayed correlated sum can be reduced to the sum of elements within a sliding window over an asynchronous stream. As a result, relative error bounds follow from bounds in [6, 5] . But these methods do not extend to accurately estimating DCS or DCC.
Datar et al. [7] presented a bucket-based technique called exponential histograms for sliding windows on synchronous streams. This approximates counts and related aggregates, such as sum and p norms. Gibbons and Tirthapura [9] improved the worst-case performance for counts using a data structure called wave. Going beyond sliding windows, Cohen and Strauss [4] formalized time-decayed data aggregation, and provided strong motivating examples for non-sliding window decay. All these works emphasized the time decay issue, but did not consider the problems of correlated aggregate computation.
Upper Bounds
In this section, we present algorithms for approximating DCS over a stream R. The main results are: (1) For an arbitrary decay function f , there is a small space streaming algorithm to approximate S f τ with a small additive error. (2) For any converging decay function f , there is a small space streaming algorithm to approximate S f τ with relative error.
Additive Error.
A predicate P(v, w) is a 0-1 function of v and w. The time-decayed selectivity Q of a predicate P(v, w) on a stream R of (v, w,t) tuples is defined as
The decayed sum S is defined as
We use the following results on timedecayed selectivity estimation from [6] in our algorithm for approximating DCS with a small additive error. Proof. We run the sketch algorithm in [6] on stream R, with approximation error ε/3 and failure probability δ /2. Let this sketch be denoted by K . To simplify the notation, assume f is fixed, and let S τ , S τ denote S f τ , S f τ respectively. Given τ at query time, we define a predicate P for the selectivity estimation as:
Our estimate S τ is given by S τ = S · Q. From (3.1) and (3.2), and using the union bound on probabilities, we get that the following events are both true, with probability at least 1− δ .
Using the above, and using Q = S τ /S, we get
In the last step of the above inequality, we have used the fact S τ ≤ S and ε < 1. Similarly, we get that if (3.3) and (3.4) are true, then, S τ ≥ S τ − εS, thus completing the proof that K can (with high probability) provide an estimate
An important feature of this approach, made possible due to the flexibility of the sketch in Theorem 3.1, is that it allows the decay function f to be specified at query time, i.e. after the stream R has been seen. This allows for a variety of decay models to be applied in the analysis of the stream after the fact. Further, since the sketch is designed to handle asynchronous arrivals, the timestamps can be arbitrary and arrivals do not need to be in timestamp order.
Relative Error.
In this section, we present a small space sketch that can be maintained over a stream R with the following properties. For an arbitrary converging decay function f which is known beforehand, and a parameter τ which is provided at query time, the sketch can return an estimate S f τ which is within a small relative error of S f τ . The space complexity of the sketch depends on f .
The idea behind the sketch is to maintain multiple data structures each of which solves the undecayed correlated sum, and partition stream elements across different data structures, depending on their timestamps, following the approach of the Weight-Based Merging Histogram (WBMH), due to Cohen and Strauss [4] . In the rest of this section, we first give high level intuition, followed by a formal description of the sketch, and a correctness proof. Finally, we describe enhancements that allow faster insertion of stream elements into the sketch.
Intuition.
We first describe the weight-based merging histogram. The histogram partitions the stream elements into buckets based on their age. Given a decay function f , and parameter ε 1 , the sequence b i , i ≥ 0 is defined as follows:
For simplicity, we first describe the algorithm for the case of a (strictly) synchronous stream, where the timestamp of a stream element is just its position in the stream. We later discuss the extension to asynchronous streams.
Once the decay function f () is given, the G i s are fixed and do not change with time. The elements of the stream are grouped into regions based on their age. For i ≥ 0, region i contains all stream elements whose age lies in interval G i .
For
k , and thus we get i < log 1+ε 1
Since the age of an element cannot be more than n, b i ≤ n. Thus we get that the total number of regions is no more than β = log 1+ε 1
. From the definition of the b i s, we also have the following fact. 
The data structure maintains a set of buckets. Each bucket groups together stream elements whose timestamps fall in a particular range, and maintains a small space summary of these elements. We say that the bucket is "responsible" for this range of timestamps (or equivalently, a range of ages). Suppose that the goal was to maintain S f 0 , just the timedecayed sum of all stream elements. If the current time c is such that c mod b 1 = 0, then a new bucket is created for handling future elements. The algorithm ensures that the number of buckets does not grow too large through the following rule: if two adjacent buckets are such that the age ranges that they are responsible for are both contained within the same region, then the two buckets are merged into a single bucket. The count within the resulting bucket is equal to the sum of the counts of the two buckets, and the resulting bucket is responsible for the union of the ranges of timestamps the two buckets were responsible for (see Figures 1(b) and 1(c) ). Due to the merging, there can be at most 2β buckets: one bucket completely contained within each region, and one bucket straddling each boundary between two regions. From Fact 3.1, the weights of all elements contained within a single bucket are close to each other, and since f is a converging decay function, this remains true as the ages of the elements increase. Consequently, WBMH can approximate S f 0 with ε 1 relative error by treating all elements in each bucket as if they shared the smallest timestamp in the range, and scaling the corresponding weight by the total count.
However, this does not solve the more general DCS problem, since it does not allow filtering out elements whose values are smaller than τ. We extend the above data structure to the DCS problem by embedding within each bucket a data structure that can answer the (undecayed) correlated sum of all elements that were inserted into this bucket. This data structure can be any of the algorithms that can estimate the sum of elements within a sliding window on asynchronous streams, including [12, 5, 2] : values of the elements are treated as timestamps, and a window size m − τ is supplied at query time (where m is an upper bound on the value).
These observations yield our new algorithm for approximating S f τ . We replace the simple count for each bucket in the WBMH with a small space sketch, from any of [12, 5, 2] . We will not assume a particular sketch for maintaining the information within a bucket. Instead, our algorithm will work with any sketch that satisfies the following properties-we call such a sketch a "bucket sketch". Let ε 2 denote the accuracy parameter for such a bucket sketch.
1. The bucket sketch must concisely summarize a stream of positive integers using space polylogarithmic in the stream size. Given parameter τ ≥ 0 at query time, the sketch must return an estimate of the number of stream elements greater than or equal to τ, such that relative error of the estimate is within ε 2 . 2. It must be possible to merge two bucket sketches easily into a single sketch. More precisely, suppose that S 1 is the sketch for a set of elements R 1 and S 2 is the sketch for a set of elements R 2 , then it must be possible to merge together S 1 and S 2 to get a single sketch denoted by S = S 1 ∪ S 2 , such that S retains Property 1 for the set of elements
The analysis of the sketch proposed in [12] explicitly shows that the above properties hold. Likewise, the sketch designed in [5] also has the necessary properties, since it is built on top of the q-digest summary [11] which are themselves mergable. The different sketches have slightly different time and space complexities; we state and analyze our algorithm in terms of a generic bucket sketch, and subsequently describe the cost depending on the choice of sketch.
Formal Description and Correctness.
Recall that ε is the required bound on the relative error. Our algorithm combines two data structures: bucket sketches, with accuracy parameter ε 2 = ε/2; and the WBMH with accuracy parameter ε 1 = ε/2. The initialization is shown in the SET-BOUNDARIES procedure (Figure 2) , which creates the regions G i by selecting b 0 ,...,b β . For simplicity of presentation, we have assumed that the maximum stream length n is known beforehand, but this is not necessary -the b i 's can be generated incrementally, i.e., b i does not need to be generated until element ages exceeding b i−1 have been observed. Figure 3 shows the PROCESSELEMENT procedure for handling a new stream element. Whenever the current time t satisfies t mod b 1 = 0, we create a new bucket to summarize the elements with timestamps from t to t + b 1 − 1 and seal the last bucket which was created at time t − b 1 . The procedure FINDREGIONS(t) returns the set of regions that contain buckets to be merged at time t. In the next section we present novel methods to implement this requirement efficiently. Figure 4 shows the procedure RETURNAPPROXIMATION which generates the answer for a query for S f τ . For each bucket, we multiply the common decayed weight with the sliding windowed count using τ as the left boundary of the window, then return the summation of the products over all the buckets as the estimate for S f τ .
THEOREM 3.3. If f is a converging decay function, for any τ given at any time t, the algorithm specified in Figure 2, 3 and 4 can return S
Proof. For the special converging decay function where f (x) ≡ 1 (no decay), then WBMH has only one region and one bucket. So the algorithm reduces to a single bucket 
. Now we consider the accuracy of the approximation for S f τ,i using bucket sketch B i , for each i in turn.
Note that at query time t, the common decayed weight of B i is f (t − F B i ). Let w v t be the true decayed weight of any element v aggregated in S i , then due to the setting of the regions in WBMH, we have
, then summing over all elements in the bucket i we have:
Further, bucket sketch S i can return Q i such that [12, 5] (
Combined with the above inequality, we have
Adding up all the S t τ,i over i = 1, 2,...,k, we get
Using the fact that 0 < ε < 1 and ε 1 = ε 2 = ε/2, along with , w i , i) ) Insert (v i , w i ) into B j for each g ∈ FINDREGIONS(i) comment: Set of regions with buckets to be merged at time i Recall that no pair of buckets overlap in the time ranges that they cover. Therefore we have |B ∪ B | = |B | + |B |, where B and B are any two buckets in the histogram and ∪ is the merging operation on buckets B and B . Now consider the simple case where all boundaries are powers of two (i.e. b 1 = 1, b 2 = 2, b 3 = 4 and so on). Here, all capacities are also powers of two, and the merging of buckets has a very regular structure: whenever two buckets fit exactly into a region, they are merged. It turns out that the same concept generalizes to arbitrary patterns of growing regions. With the help of Figure 1 , we can visualize the buckets traveling through the regions along the age axis, being merged when necessary. For region G i , let I i be the capacity of a bucket entering G i . More formally,
Algorithm 3.2: PROCESSELEMENT((v i
if i mod b 1 = 0 then ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ j ← j + 1 Initialize a new bucket sketch B j with accuracy ε/2 F B j ← i L B j ← i + b 1 − 1 comment: Set timestamp range covered by B jdo ⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩ b min ← min t {t|t ∈ G g } b max ← max t {t|t ∈ G g } Find buckets B and B , such that b min ≤ (t − L B ) < (t − F B ) < (t − L B ) < (t − F B ) ≤ b max comment: Find buckets covered by G g B ← B ∪ B comment: merge two buckets F B ← F B L B ← L B Drop B and B
Algorithm 3.3: RETURNAPPROXIMATION(τ)
Let the set of buckets be:
Let Q i be result for B i using τ as window size In the next lemma, we show that for any specific i, there is a fixed value of I i : it does not vary over time, and can be easily computed as a function of the region sizes. In the next lemma, we show that given I i we can compute the times at which G i has buckets to be merged.
the times at which G i has buckets to be merged is given by {b
Proof. The new bucket created in G 0 has capacity equal to |G 0 |, so G 0 does not have any buckets to be merged at any time. For i > 0, if |G i |/I i < 2, then G i will not have the chance to have two buckets of size I i to be merged at any time. Now we consider the case where |G i |/I i ≥ 2 and i > 0. G i obtains its first whole incoming bucket at time t = b i + I i . Note that within G i at most |G i |/I i buckets that enter G i can be merged together. Thus, (1) at time 
Lemma 3.2 provides a way for any region to directly compute the sequence of time points at which there are buckets to be merged. Based on this observation, we present an algorithm to return the set of regions that have buckets to be merged at a given time t.
Algorithm for Fast Bucket Merging. The algorithm for tracking which buckets should be merged makes use of a hash table T to store the set of buckets to be merged at timestamp t. More precisely, the table cell corresponding to time t is a set of (i,t) pairs, such that region G i has buckets to be merged at time t. Figure 5 shows procedure INITIALIZEFINDREGIONS() which first computes I i using Lemma 3.1. It then uses Lemma 3.2 to fill in the earliest time at which region G i will have buckets to be merged. At time t, FINDREGIONS(t) (Figure 6 ) retrieves the set of buckets to merge, and deletes them from the hash table. Then, for each returned region, we compute its next merging time using Lemma 3.2 and store the results into the corresponding hash table cells for the future lookup.
Time and Space Complexity.
The space complexity includes the space cost for the buckets in the histogram and the hash table. The space to represent each bucket depends on the choice of the bucket sketch. + log n) ) bits, where
δ log n log m using the sketch of [12] .
ε log m log εn log n using the sketch of [5] .
Algorithm 3.5: FINDREGIONS(t)
M ← / 0 for each (i,t) ∈ T comment: Region G has buckets to be merged at time t
Find when G i next has mergable buckets Insert (i,t ) into hash table T return (M) comment: set of regions with buckets to be merged at time t Proof. The number of buckets used is at most 2β . For the randomized sketch designed in [12] , in order to have a δ failure probability bound, by the union bound, we need to set the failure probability for each bucket to be δ /β , so we get Z = O 1 ε 2 log β δ log n log m (Lemma 11 in [12] ). For the deterministic sketch designed in [5] , Z = O Proof. The cost of the algorithm is dominated by the cost of merging bucket sketches together when necessary. Inserting a new element into the sketch takes time sublinear in the size of the bucket sketch. Updating the hash table has to be done once for every merge that occurs, and takes constant time. The merge of two bucket sketches can be carried out in time linear in the size of the bucket sketch data structure [12, 5] . So the time is determined by the (amortized) number of merges per clock tick.
The number of merge operations over the course of algorithm can be bounded in terms of the number of updates (for synchronous streams, where there is one arrival per clock tick). Observe that for ε < 1, the set of regions generated will mean that |G i |/I i ≤ 2 for all i. This is seen by contradiction: suppose that |G i |/I i > 2. Then we could have merged two of the buckets of capacity I i in the preceding region:
From this, we see that the bucket capacities must be powers of two, since I i must be either I i−1 or 2I i−1 . By a standard charging argument, each merge can be charged back to the corresponding insertion of a new stream element. The consequence is that the amortized number of merges per clock tick is bounded by a constant. This implies the stated time bound.
Space dependence on decay function f . As shown in Theorem 3.4, the space complexity depends crucially on decay function f , since it determines the number of regions (implicitly the number of buckets). We show the consequence for various broad classes of decay function:
we have β = αn log 1+ε/2 2 and therefore the space complexity is O n ε 2 log 2 n . This means that this algorithm needs space linear in the input size.
• For polynomial decay functions f (x) = (x + 1) −a , a > 0, since β = a log 1+ε/2 n, we obtain a small space complexity O 1 ε 2 log 2 n log m log β δ using the sketch of [12] , and O( 1 ε log n log m log(εn/ log n) + log 2 n) using the sketch of [5] ;
• In the case of no decay ( f (x) ≡ 1), the region G 0 is infinitely large, so the algorithm maintains only one bucket, giving space cost O(Z + log n).
Intuitively the algorithm can approximate S f τ with a relative error bound using small space if f decays more slowly than the exponential decay. Further, the space decreases the "slower" that f decays, the limiting case being that of no decay. We complement this observation with the result that the DCS problem under exponential decay requires linear space in order to provide relative error guarantees.
Asynchronous Streams. So far our discussion of the algorithm for relative error has focused on the case of synchronous streams, where the elements arrive in order of timestamps. In an asynchronous setting, a new element (v 1 , w 1 ,t 1 ) may have timestamp t 1 < t where t is the current time. But this can easily be handled by the algorithm described above: the new element is just directly inserted into the earlier bucket which is responsible for timestamp t 1 . The accuracy and space guarantees do not alter, although the time cost is affected since the correct bucket must be found for each new arrival, and buckets to merge determined.
Lower Bounds
This section shows large space lower bounds for finite decay or (super) exponential decay for DCC on synchronous streams. Since DCC is a special case of DCS, these lower bounds also apply to DCS on asynchronous streams. Every position in the stream is set to 0 by default; the construction places one non-zero element in each interval at a position that is a multiple of (shaded in Figure 7(a) ). We interpret the binary string b as an integer b. Let b P be that value represented in base P = 2 p (so to streams under such functions. Certainly, the same style of argument constructs a stream that forces a large data structure. But, if we fix some m and set p = 1, the stream has to be truly enormous to imply a large space lower bound: e.g., for the polynomial decay function f (x) = (x + 1) −a , a > 0, we need n ≥ 2 m/α to force Ω(m) space. This is in agreement with the upper bounds in §3.2 which gave algorithms which depend logarithmically on n: for such truly huge values of n, this leads to a requirement of log 2 m/α = Ω(m), so there is no contradiction.
Experiments
We present results from an experimental evaluation of the algorithms on two data sets. The first was web traffic logs from the 1998 World Cup on June 19th (the 'worldcup' data set) from http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/. Each stream element was a tuple (v, w,t), where v was the client id, w the packet size modulo 100, and t the timestamp. The dataset had 33695769 elements. The second was a synthetically generated data set (the 'synthetic' data set). The size of the synthetic data is the same as the worldcup data set. Here, the timestamp of an element is a random number chosen uniformly from the range [1, max t ] where max t = 898293600 is the maximum timestamp in the world cup data set. The value v is chosen uniformly from the range [1, max v ], where max v = 1823218 is the maximum value in the worldcup data set. The weight is chosen similarly, i.e. uniformly from the range [1, max w ] where max w = 99 is the maximum weight in the world cup data.
We implemented our algorithms using C++/STL and all experiments were performed on a SUSE Linux Laptop with 1GB memory. Both input streams were asynchronous, and elements do not arrive in timestamp order.
Additive Error. We implemented the algorithm for additive error ( §3.1) using the sketch in [12] as the basis. On the sketch, queries were made for the correlated sum S f τ where f was the sliding decay function with window size 4.5 · 10 7 for the synthetic data, and 3600 for the worldcup data. We tried a range of values of the threshold τ, from the 5 percent quantile (5th percentile) of the values of stream elements to the 95 percent quantile. We analyzed the accuracy of the estimates returned by the sketch, for a given space budget.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the observed additive error as a function of the space used by the algorithm for different values of τ. The space cost is measured in the number of nodes, where each node is the space required to store a single stream element (v, w,t), which takes a constant number of bytes. This cost can be compared to the naive method which stores all input elements (nearly 34 million nodes). The observed error is usually significantly smaller than the guarantee provided by theory. The theoretical guarantee holds irrespective of the value of τ or the window size. Note that the additive error decreased as the square root of the space cost, as expected. Figure 8(c) shows the throughput, which is defined as the number of stream elements processed per second, as a function of the space used. From the results, the trend is for the throughput to decrease slowly as the space increases. Across a wide range of values for the space, the
